Who caused the Great Depression, and how? Who looted $13 trillion from Americans in 2008? Can we get the money back?

The Fruits of Graft exposes, in plain language, how powerful financiers bend U. S. officials and policies to their will, enabling them to steal with impunity on a grand scale. It sounds clarion calls for revitalized justice and economic policy reforms to prevent financial elites from taking “full power.” Vital for those in business, law, academia, and politics, yet accessible to all readers, this timely book reveals hidden, sobering facts about our otherwise perplexing history of recurrent economic disasters.
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Forty years of problem-solving in engineering, law and financial services inform and energize Wayne Jett’s classical economic analysis of U. S. depressions. He identifies and explains, as never before, specific causes of the “longest contraction” in U. S. history (1873-1879), the Crash of 1929, the Great Depression, the first great crash of financial markets in the 21st Century (2000-2002) and the current epic downturn (2008-2011).
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